"Best Comrades" by Du Xi, Beijing Central Art Gallery, China, Room 4307

ASIA CONTEMPORARY ART SHOW CELEBRATES
NEW EMERGING AND MID-CAREER ARTISTS
9th Edition Opens Thursday September 15th
Hong Kong, Tuesday July 5th 2016: The popular and highly successful Asia Contemporary Art
Show returns for its 9th edition on September 15 – 18, 2016, at the Conrad Hong Kong. The Show
presents a diverse line up of more than 80 exhibitors from 15 countries in Asia and around the
world, bringing to Hong Kong an outstanding collection of more than 2,500 artworks including
original paintings, limited editions, sculpture and photography.
Director Mark Saunderson said that visitors to the Show can expect to see a diverse line up of
artists and a wide range of exciting artworks. “This September, we are pleased to present many
talented emerging and mid-career artists who have not joined the Show before, and whose
works are new to Asia.
“Collectors and art enthusiasts alike will appreciate the works of artists like young Chinese
contemporary painter Du Xi whose work brings together the historical with the contemporary;
the romantic and mysterious works of Vietnamese Doan Xuan Tang; Argentinian artist Claudia
Ferrari who brings South American flair to her Japanese ink-wash works; and paintings by local
Hong Kong artist Lau Chin Hung, who recently achieved success at Sotheby’s and Christie’s.”

Saunderson explained the choice of venue, with art displayed in curated rooms over four floors at
the Conrad Hong Kong. “What we offer is a unique experience that takes the visitor ‘beyond the
white wall’ of art galleries and other art fairs in Hong Kong. Our art rooms provide a setting, much
as you would see art when hung at home or at work. And importantly, it’s an experience where
the visitor to the Show can connect with the artist or gallery staff. The hotel art fair concept is
embraced in principal art hubs around the world, including Miami, New York and London – the
format also makes good commercial sense for both art seller and buyer as the cost of expensive
exhibition hall space is not priced into the artwork.”
The Asia Contemporary Art Show would like to acknowledge and thank arts patrons Macey and
Sons Auctioneers and Valuers Limited, the Wall Street Journal Asia Edition, Venture Studios, Fiji
Water and Langton’s East Asia; as well as hospitality partners Samuel Adams and Leaf Tea
Boutique for their support.
Tickets for the Asia Contemporary Art Show are now available for HK$220 (buy one and bring a
friend for free) at www.asiacontemporaryart.com. Tickets at the door are HK$220 per person.

EXHIBITORS AT THE 9TH EDITION OF THE
ASIA CONTEMPORARY ART SHOW
Exhibitor

Country

Art Alliance
Art JB
Art of Caprice & Frances
Artists in Taiwan
Artmania Foundation
Atelier Settre & Välimäki
Audrey Palacios

USA
South Korea
Hong Kong
Taiwan
Hong Kong
Australia
Spain

BA Contemporary Art
Bauhinia Art
Beijing Central Art Gallery
BEN Gallery
BLINK Gallery
CK. Art Space
DECORAZONgallery
Deodato Arte
Fabrik Gallery

Argentina
China
China
China
Hong Kong
South Korea
USA
Italy
Hong Kong

Faith Art Gallery
Galerie GAIA
Gallery Artlink
Gallery H
Gallery Vanessa Projects
Gao Xiao Yun Art
Giant Year Gallery
Hangaram Gallery
HAPPY ART MUSEUM
Helios Gallery

Hong Kong
South Korea
South Korea
South Korea
South Korea
China
Hong Kong
South Korea
Latvia
Taiwan

Jade Flower Gallery
Jeanne Wassenaar
Jeff Murray
Julia Carter
K&P Gallery
KF-Artspace
Khalifa Gallery
Kiki Gallery
Kim Jae Sun Gallery
Kristina Sretkova

South Korea
South Africa
United Kingdom
Australia
South Korea
China
South Korea
South Korea
South Korea
Germany

Kubrick Artpick
LANS Gallery

Hong Kong
Hong Kong

Ling Art
Lydia Janssen
Macey and Sons Auctioneers and Valuers Limited
Marcus Chan Studio
Martin Lever (Li Wah)
Mei Cheng Space
Mertim Gokalp
Mishin Fine Arts
Mo-Industries
Nancy's Gallery

China
USA
Hong Kong
Canada
Hong Kong
China
Turkey
USA
Singapore
China

NARANA ART
Nine Gallery
OMSA Art Gallery
PAJ'ART Studio & Gallery
Retrospect Galleries
Richard Claremont
Shazia Imran
Smart Ship Gallery
Soemo Fine Arts
Space 776

China
South Korea
Australia
Thailand
Australia
Australia
Australia
Japan
China
USA

Suomei Gallery
The Dragon Year Gallery
The Gallery Eumundi
Victoria Velozo
Vin Gallery
Wang Jingwu
Wentworth Galleries
YangYi Art Studio
Yann Rebecq
Yoon Arte

China
China
Australia
Australia
Vietnam
China
Australia
China
France
China

FEATURED ARTISTS AT THE 9TH EDITION OF THE
ASIA CONTEMPORARY ART SHOW

"The Merry-go-round" by Du Xi, Beijing Central Art Gallery, China, Room 4307

DU XI, CHINA - Beijing Central Art Gallery, Room 4307
Du Xi (b.1980, Yunnan) had a childhood full of inspirations, from his grandfather’s historical Chinese
stories, to the myriad comic books he read introducing him to themes such as faith, loyalty and love. His
particular interest in historical dramas and films can be seen referenced in his work. Chinese cultural
elements are a strong feature in his paintings, from intricate period costumes and Ming stylized clouds
to captivating dragons and classical opera from the past, these are often juxtaposed into settings that
represent a more contemporary world.
Du Xi graduated from the Studio 2 Oil Department at Yunnan Art University in 2003, and then pursued
further study in the USA. The artist has exhibited widely in solo and group shows in major cities in
China, as well as in Taipei, Los Angeles and Brussels.
LEE YOUNG-HA, SOUTH KOREA - Khalifa Gallery, Room 4321
Lee Young-Ha’s (b.1968) paintings have a split
personality; it all depends on where you’re
standing. To create this visual illusion the artist
makes his own special ribbed canvases, creating
angles at every five millimetres, which creates a left
and right angle perspective. The artist paints
differing images on the left and right angles; the
result is convergence of the two images in one.
With a steady hand, he paints the left angle
perspective first, then finishes his oil works by
delicately painting the right angles. The result is a
fluid interaction of overlapping images that shift
and change depending on vantage point.
Lee Young-Ha has a BFA, MFA and PhD from Hongik University, Seoul. He has exhibited his work in
several solo and group shows in Seoul, Paris and Tokyo and is a member of the Korean Fine Arts
Association. Currently, Lee is a professor in the department of Design and Image at Baekseok University.
"Symbol - Marylin Monroe" by Lee Young-Ha, Khalifa Gallery, South Korea, Room 4321

PANG YONGJIE, CHINA – Fabrik Gallery, Room 4308
Pang Yongjie (b.1968) is one of the leading
artists of the Chinese "post-contemporary”
abstract art movement. His body of work
draws on the aesthetic of mid-eighth century
Tang dynasty ideals of beauty that celebrate
the full-figured female physique, expressing its
beauty in his signature style of abstract, fluid
forms. The artist incorporates influences from
decorative folk art combined with traditional
Chinese compositional technique and a visual
study of colour used in modern western art
into his paintings. Pang’s corpulent women are
feast of vision in flowing robes and ruby lips,
yet they reflect a quiet, deep spirituality.
Pang studied oil painting and Chinese ink and watercolour at the Central Academy of Fine Arts and
Shandong Normal University. His works have been exhibited across China, in several Asian countries, in
select European cities and in the USA.
“Zen Series #6” by Pang Yongjie, Fabrik Gallery, Hong Kong, Room 4308

MITCHELL SCHORR, USA - Macey and Sons Auctioneers and Valuers Limited, Room 4026, 4226
Mitchell Schorr (b.1972, New York) is a worldrecognized urban mural painter, having
painted 3-D murals around New York’s parks
for over a decade. The “Da Race” mural series,
which began in New York, pits a variety of
racing cars against a New York City ice cream
truck, with the vehicles exchanging leads,
falling behind and catching up again as the
race moves from location to location. The ice
cream truck represents the feelings of joy and
innocence invoked during childhood. In 2015,
Schorr created the “Da Race to the East” in
Hong Kong, where he incorporated the local
Hong Kong taxi into the race.
Schorr attended the Carnegie Mellon School of Art in Pittsburgh, followed by a year at the Lorenzo De
Medici Italian Institute of Art in Florence. He received his BA from Ithaca College and then moved on to
the New York Academy of Art. His canvas works have been exhibited in the USA, Europe and Asia, and
are part the Detroit Institute of Arts’ permanent collection.
"Hong Kong Taxi" by Mitchell Schorr, Macey and Sons Auctioneers and Valuers Limited, Hong Kong, Rooms 4026, 4226

"Migration I" by Claudia Ferrari, BA Contemporary Art, Argentina, Room 4205

CLAUDIA FERRARI, ARGENTINA - BA Contemporary Art, Room 4205
Claudia Ferrari sees art an essential part of her life. While pursuing language studies in Paris, Ferrari
was drawn to the local art scene, immersing herself in the colours and styles of the Parisian art world.
Upon her return to Buenos Aires, Ferrari began studying Sumi-e, Japanese ink wash painting on rice
paper, with internationally renowned Japanese artist Kazu Takeda. Ferrari’s work uses the Sumi-e
technique as well as the specific inks made from natural flower-derived dyes and rice paper. The artist
mixes the traditional with the contemporary, the East and the West in addition to adding a splash of
South American flair.
Claudia Ferrari (b.1961, Argentina) studied English and French translation at the Sorbonne in Paris as
well as 10 years of Japanese language. Her work has been exhibited in many solo and group shows in
South and Central America, and in select cities in the USA and Europe.
LAU CHIN HUNG, HONG KONG – BLINK Gallery, Room 4121
Lau Chin Hung reflects a surreal spirituality in his
work. His iconic “floating cabbage in the sky” motif
is similar to the idea of “the beginning of chaos” in
Chinese Taoist belief. The “chaos” refers to the
state from which the universe emerged, a state of
wholeness and oneness with nature. It also
represents the artist’s own view of his fundamental
cultural roots after residing overseas for over three
decades.

"Red Cabbage" by Lau Chin Hung, BLINK Gallery,
Hong Kong, Room 4121

Lau Chin Hung was raised in Hong Kong. He received
a scholarship to study Fine Arts in France in 1977,
graduating from l’Ecole Nationale Superieure des
Beaux-Arts, Paris, in 1982. In 1986 he obtained his
Bachelor of Arts degree in Plastic Arts from
Université Paris I Pantheon-Sorbonne. He has held
solo exhibitions in Europe, Taipei and Hong Kong,
and has recently achieved success at Sotheby’s and
Christie’s.

MERTIM GÖKALP, TURKEY - Room 4324
Mertim Gökalp (b.1981, Istanbul) is a
contemporary portrait artist who incorporates
traditional figurative art with reflections of the
inner conflicts of the psyche. He captures
particular physical moments of people and places,
and places himself as the narrator by reflecting
the true psychological states of his subjects onto
the canvas. Says Gökalp: “Using the narrative
potential of portrait painting, I aim to challenge
the viewers and confront them with their most
inner feelings.”
Gökalp moved to Sydney in 2009 and has since
been working from his studio in Balmain. He holds
a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the Mimar
Sinan Fine Arts Academy in Istanbul – one of
Turkey’s most prestigious Fine Arts Universities.
The artist was selected as a finalist for the Doug
Moran Portrait Prize in 2015 and 2012, the
Archibald Prize in 2013 and the Black Swan Art
Prize in 2011.
" Fish Knows Everything" by Mertim Gokalp,
Turkey, Room 4324

DOAN XUAN TANG, VIETNAM - Vin Gallery, Room 4320
Doan Xuan Tang is drawn to the romanticism
and mystery of the Vietnamese highlands. An
encounter with a poor highland family touched
by personal tragedy left an indelible mark on the
artist – an impression of sadness and hope
reflected in a child’s bright eyes. The experience
inspired the artist to delve deeper into cultural
meaning of things, trying to uncover what lies
underneath using colour and texture to bring
out his subject’s identity, their heart. In his
work, the artist depicts a “fuzzy virtual beauty,”
obscuring surfaces with streaky lines, in order to
reveal the strength and beauty that comes from
within.

"Untitled 03" by Doan Xuan Tang, Vin Gallery,
Vietnam, Room 4320

Tang was born in 1977 in Nam Dinh, Vietnam
and graduated from Hanoi Fine Arts University
in 2001. The artist has exhibited in solo and
group shows in Vietnam, and is the 2001 winner
of the Nokia Asia Pacific Art Award. His works
are held in many private collections throughout
the world.

Macey and Sons Auctioneers and Valuers Limited
Macey and Sons Auctioneers and Valuers Limited bring a wealth of experience specialising in art
valuations, fine art, classic watches and clocks, jewellery, as well as diamonds and fine porcelain
to the Hong Kong market. Founded by Jonathan Macey, an auctioneering and finance industry
specialist with 25 years’ experience, Macey and Sons provide a unique suite of services that
include careful selection of artwork for investment and investment strategies, portfolio building,
valuation and investment exit strategies. Master classes on art investment and auctions are also
provided to help educate the investor on how an auction operates and how to maximise the
value of their investment upon exit. With Macey and Sons, investors can feel confident that
their next art investment will be handled by an experienced and knowledgeable team.
-THE ENDEDITOR’S NOTE:
Asia Contemporary Art Show
9th Edition
Conrad Hong Kong, 40 – 43 floors
September 15 – 18, 2016
Opening Hours:
VIP Collectors Preview (by invitation only)
Thursday September 15, 5pm – 9pm
Friday ART Night (by invitation or ticket)
Friday September 16, 5pm – 9pm
General Admission
Friday September 16, 1pm – 5pm
Saturday September 17, 1pm – 8pm
Sunday September 18, 11am – 6pm
Tickets:
Specially priced advance-purchase online tickets are on sale now for HK$220, and bring a
friend for free (tickets at the door are HK$220 per person). Includes access to Friday ART Night
on Friday September 16 with a complimentary drink; plus multiple access Friday afternoon,
Saturday and Sunday.

Free admission for children under 16yrs accompanied by an adult.
Buy tickets at http://www.asiacontemporaryart.com/tickets/
High-res images and information are downloadable from:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/egi4ife41001baw/AACAWHHYd0poaWes9YN59NA3a?dl=0
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